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Abstract
Local multiplicity uctuations in angular phase space intervals are studied using
factorial moments measured in hadronic events at
p
s ' 91:2 GeV, which were col-
lected by the l3 detector at lep. Parton shower Monte Carlo programs agree well
with the data. On the other hand, rst-order QCD calculations in the Double Lead-
ing Log Approximation and the Modied Leading Log Approximation are found to
deviate signicantly from the data.
Submitted to Phys. Lett. B
1 Introduction
The analytical perturbative approach (APA) to QCD jet physics combines perturbative QCD
calculations [1] with the principle of Local Parton Hadron Duality (LPHD), which relates parton
distributions to those of hadrons. LPHD [2] assumes that if the parton cascade is evolved down
to a suciently low scale, hadronic distributions are proportional to partonic ones. All non-
perturbative eects are thus reduced to a normalisation constant.
This approach has been quite successful in describing inclusive quantities such as the single-
particle scaled momentum spectrum,  = ln(1=x
p
), and charged particle multiplicities in e
+
e
 
data at lep energies. However, less inclusive quantities have met with less success [3].
In this paper we study local uctuations of the charged particle multiplicity, which provides
a new test of APA applied to many-particle inclusive densities. Such uctuations have been
studied for many years in terms of a variety of phase space variables [4], but only recently has
substantial progress been made in analytical QCD calculations of these observables [5{7].
We have recently investigated [8] local multiplicity uctuations using bunching parameters
[9], which showed directly that local uctuations inside jets are multifractal, as is expected
from QCD calculations [5{7]. In this paper we extend this study and present a quantitative
comparison of rst-order QCD calculations [5{7] with data from the l3 experiment at lep
using normalized factorial moments of orders q = 2; : : : ; 5 in angular phase space intervals. The
relative angle between particles has in the past proved to be sensitive to aspects of the QCD
parton shower. For example, particle ow (the \string" eect) [10{12] and angular correlations
such as the particle-particle correlation asymmetry (PPCA) [11, 13] have demonstrated gluon
interference in the parton shower.
An analysis similar to the present one [14] for q = 2; 3 found that calculations in the
Double Leading Log Approximation (DLLA) [5] tended to underestimate the data if one used
 ' 0:1   0:2 GeV for the QCD dimensional scale. However, reasonable agreement was found
using an eective  ' 0:04 GeV, which is very small compared to QCD estimates [15].
2 Analytical calculations
QCD calculations [6, 7] for the normalized factorial moments (NFMs) [16], F
q
(), have the
following scaling behavior
F
q
() 
hn(n  1) : : : (n  q + 1)i
hni
q
/


0


(1 D
q
)(q 1)
; (1)
where 
0
is the half opening angle of a cone around the jet-axis,  is the angular half-width
window of rings around the jet-axis centered at 
0
(see Fig. 1), and n is the number of particles
in these rings. Brackets, h i, around a quantity denote the average of that quantity over all
events. Finally, D
q
is the so-called Renyi dimension. The analytical QCD expectations for D
q
are as follows [6, 7]:
1. In the xed-coupling regime, for moderately small angular bins,
D
q
= 
0
(Q)
q + 1
q
; (2)
where 
0
(Q) =
q
2C
A

s
(Q)= is the anomalous QCD dimension calculated at Q ' E
0
,
E =
p
s=2, s is the square of the center of mass energy, 
s
is the strong coupling constant,
and C
A
= 3 is the gluon color factor (equal to the number of colors).
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2. In the running-coupling regime, for small bins, the Renyi dimension becomes a function
of the size of the angular ring (
s
(Q) increases with decreasing ).
It is useful to introduce a new scaling variable [7],
z =
ln(
0
=)
ln(E
0
=)
: (3)
The maximum possible phase space region ( = 
0
) corresponds to z = 0.
There are three approximate expressions derived in DLLA which will be tested:
a) According to [6], the D
q
have the form
D
q
' 
0
(Q)
q + 1
q
 
1 +
q
2
+ 1
4q
2
z
!
: (4)
b) Another approximation has been suggested [7]:
D
q
' 2 
0
(Q)
q + 1
q
 
1 
p
1  z
z
!
: (5)
c) A result has also been obtained for the cumulant moments, which converge to factorial
moments for high energies [5]:
D
q
' 2 
0
(Q)
q   w(q; z)
z(q   1)
; w(q; z) = q
p
1  z
 
1 
ln(1  z)
2q
2
!
: (6)
Furthermore, an estimate for D
q
has been obtained in the Modied Leading Log Approx-
imation (MLLA) [6]. In this case, eq. (4) remains valid except that 
0
(Q) is replaced by an
eective 
e
0
(Q) depending on q:

e
0
(Q) = 
0
(Q) + 
2
0
(Q)
b
4C
A
"
 B
q   1
2(q + 1)
+
q   1
2(q + 1)(q
2
+ 1)
+
1
4
#
; (7)
where
b =
11C
A
3
 
2n
f
3
; B =
1
b
"
11C
A
3
+
2n
f
3C
2
A
#
;
and n
f
is the number of avors.
For our comparison of the data with the theoretical calculations quoted above, we use the
following parameters:
n
f
= 3;  = 0:16 GeV:
This value of n
f
is chosen since even at high energies the production of heavy avors will rarely
happen in the jet and consequently its evolution is still dominated by the light avors [17]. The
value of  chosen is that found in tuning the jetset 7.4 matrix element program [18] on l3
data [19] and in our recent determination of 
s
(m
Z
) [20].
For the angle 
0
, we consider two possibilities: 
0
= 25

and 35

. The rst value, suggested
by authors of two of the calculations [21], is the same as used in the delphi analysis [14]. The
larger value of 
0
allows a larger range of  to be studied.
The eective coupling constant is evaluated at Q = E
0
. For 
0
= 25

, one obtains

s
(E
0
) = 0:144 according to the rst-order QCD expression for 
s
(Q). This value leads to

0
(E
0
) = 0:525. For 
0
= 35

, 
s
(E
0
) = 0:135 and 
0
(E
0
) = 0:508.
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3 Experimental procedure
The analysis is based on data, corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 52 pb
 1
, collected
by the l3 detector [22] at a center of mass energy of
p
s = 91:2 GeV during the 1994 lep
running period. Hadronic events are selected using information from the Central Tracking
Detector (tec) and the Silicon Microvertex Detector (smd).
To obtain a sample with well-measured charged tracks, a selection is performed using tracks
which have passed certain quality cuts. To ensure that the event lies within the full acceptance
of the tec and smd, the direction of the thrust axis, as determined from the charged tracks,
must satisfy j cos 
thr
j< 0:7. Events are then selected using the following criteria:
P
i
jp
i
j
p
s
> 0:15;
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i
p
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P
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?i



P
i
jp
i
j
< 0:75; N
ch
> 4;
where p
i
is the momentum of particle i and the sum runs over all tracks of an event, and where
N
ch
is the number of charged tracks. The resulting sample contains about 1.0 million events.
In this paper we study uctuations in small angular bins. For the grouping of tracks into
these bins, the resolution of the angle between pairs of tracks is of crucial importance. For
this reason we impose additional stringent quality cuts on track reconstruction, which results
in rejection of 39% of the tracks. With this selection we achieve very good agreement between
data and simulation for the distributions of the dierence in angle between pairs of tracks for
both the azimuthal angle about, and the polar angle with respect to, the beam [8].
An NFM calculated from the data is corrected for detector eects by a correction factor
determined from two Monte Carlo samples. Events generated with the jetset 7.4 parton
shower (ps) program [18] including initial-state photon radiation are passed through a full
detector simulation [23] including time-dependent variations of the detector response based
on continuous detector monitoring and calibration. It has been reconstructed with the same
program as the data and passed through the same selection procedure. The resulting sample
is referred to as detector level MC. Another sample, called generator level MC, is generated
directly from jetset. It contains all charged nal-state particles with a lifetime c > 1 cm and
is generated without initial-state photon radiation, Dalitz pairs or Bose-Einstein correlations,
since these eects are not included in the analytical QCD calculations.
From these two samples a correction factor is found: C
q
= F
gen
q
=F
det
q
, where F
gen
q
and F
det
q
are the values of the NFM of order q calculated from the generator level and detector level,
respectively. The corrected NFM is then given by F
q
= C
q
F
raw
q
, where F
raw
q
is the NFM
calculated directly from the data. The correction is of the order of 3% for F
2
, increasing to
approximately 5% for F
5
.
The resolution of the l3 detector for a number of relevant variables has been estimated [24].
The resolution of polar angle dened with respect to the thrust axis is found to be approximately
0:01 radians. For higher orders NFMs, the minimum angle  used in this study is chosen
according to the many-particle resolutions studied in [24].
The errors on the results include both statistical and systematic errors on the raw quantities
and on the correction factors. The systematic errors on the raw quantities, found from variation
of track quality cuts and event selection cuts were found to be negligible. The systematic
error on the correction factors is taken as half of the dierence between the correction factors
determined using jetset and those using herwig 5.9 [25].
4
4 Results
The sphericity axis is used to dene the jet axis. To increase statistics, we evaluated the NFMs
in each sphericity hemisphere of an event and averaged the results, thus assuming that the local
uctuations in each hemisphere are independent. Fig. 2 shows the experimental results on the
behavior of the NFMs as a function of the scaling variable z for 
0
= 25

and  = 0:16 GeV.
The data were corrected using the method discussed above. The error bars include statistical
and systematical errors.
4.1 Comparison with Monte Carlo models
The data in Fig. 2 are compared with the predictions of the jetset, herwig, and ariadne [26]
parton shower models at both the hadronic and partonic levels. All three models have been
tuned to reproduce global event-shape and single-particle inclusive distributions
)
[27,28]. The
hadronic-level predictions of the models give a good description of the uctuations. The eect
of heavy avors (c and b quarks) has been estimated by rejecting these avors in jetset. The
eect was found to be negligible. The data and the hadronic level of the models saturate later
than does the partonic level.
It is expected [7] that hadronization eects would largely cancel in the ratio F
q
(z)=F
q
(0). In
addition, this ratio eliminates a theoretical ambiguity in the normalization of the NFMs, i.e.,
in F
q
(0). In terms of F
q
(z)=F
q
(0), the power law of eq. (1) can be rewritten as
ln
F
q
(z)
F
q
(0)
= z(1 D
q
)(q   1) ln
E
0

: (8)
The behavior of ln(F
q
(z)=F
q
(0)) as a function of z is shown in Figs. 3 and 4 for the partonic
and hadronic levels, respectively. The partonic level predictions of the models are indeed much
closer to the data, and the dierences between partonic and hadronic levels are decreased,
particularly for the higher-order moments. Here too the hadronic level of the models provides
a satisfactory description of the data. The degree of similarity between partonic and hadronic
level MC predictions can be interpreted as a measure of the degree of validity of LPHD. We
note that there is a greater dierence between the partonic and hadronic levels of herwig than
of jetset with ariadne lying in between. We also note that the average number of partons
is about 8.6, 10.0, and 10.2 for herwig, jetset, and ariadne, respectively.
4.2 Comparison with analytical calculations
The comparison of the analytical QCD calculations (equations 2, 4-7) with the corrected data
is shown in Fig. 5 for  = 0:16 GeV and 
0
= 25

. For the second order moment, running 
s
calculations lead to the saturation eects observed in the data, but signicantly underestimate
the observed signal. Predictions for the higher moments are too low for low values of z,
but tend to overestimate the data at larger z. The xed coupling regime (thin solid lines)
approximates the running coupling regime for small z, but does not exhibit the saturation
eect seen in the data. The DLLA approximations (equations 4-6) dier signicantly at large
z, with the calculations from cumulants (eq. 6) showing the strongest saturation eect. The
MLLA predictions are rather similar to the DLLA results of eq. 4.
)
The Bose-Einstein modelling of jetset is used in ariadne; herwig contains no Bose-Einstein model; and
jetset was used with its Bose-Einstein modelling turned o.
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We have also compared (not shown) the data and the QCD predictions for 
0
= 35

.
Both the data and the predictions rise more rapidly than for 
0
= 25

. This indicates that
uctuations are larger for phase space regions containing a larger contribution from hard gluon
radiation. However, the disagreement between data and predictions is similar to that for

0
= 25

.
In a study using the parameterization of [5] (eq. 6), delphi has found better agreement with
their data by decreasing the value of  to 0:04 GeV [14]. A smaller eective value makes the
coupling constant smaller, which expands the range of validity of the perturbative calculations
(for  = 0:04 GeV, 
s
(E
0
) = 0:112, 
0
(E
0
) = 0:46). Fig. 6 shows the case of  = 0:04 GeV
for our data. While the agreement for small z is indeed better, it becomes worse for z > 0:3,
where contributions from higher-order perturbative QCD and hadronization are expected to
be larger. We have varied  in the range of 0:04  0:25 GeV and found that there is no value
of  in this range which produces agreement for all orders of NFMs. Increasing the number of
active avors, n
f
, to 4 or 5 leads to worse agreement.
4.3 Discussion
The rst-order calculations of the DLLA and MLLA of perturbative QCD are shown to be in
disagreement with the local uctuations observed in hadronic Z decay. This occurs both for
standard values of  ( = 0:16 GeV) and for small values ( = 0:04 GeV). In the latter case,
a reasonable estimate for z < 0:3 can be obtained, consistent with the delphi conclusion [14].
However, in this case, the theoretical NFMs strongly overestimate the data for relatively large
z (small ), where contributions from higher-order perturbative QCD are larger.
On the other hand, the MC models all agree well with the data.
Likely reasons for the failure of the calculations are their asymptotic character, which cor-
responds to an innite number of partons in an event, and their lack of energy-momentum
conservation, features which are taken into account in the MC models. A similar conclusion
was reached from a comparison of factorial and cumulant moments in quark and gluon jets [29].
Further, a recent theoretical study [30] of energy conservation in triple-parton vertices shows
that the energy conservation constraint is indeed sizeable and leads to a stronger saturation
eect. Note that the MLLA predictions used here are not from a full MLLA calculation.
This MLLA calculation only modies 
0
, while retaining the DLLA parameterization of the
z-dependence of the NFMs, which is only asymptotically correct.
Another contribution to the failure of the predictions can lie with the local parton-hadron
duality hypothesis, which is used to justify comparison of the analytical QCD calculations with
hadronic data. In jetset the dierence between parton- and particle-level predictions are large
for F
q
(z) but small for F
q
(z)=F
q
(0). However, for herwig and ariadne this is not the case. At
the shower cut-o scales of these models, the hadronization eects are thus still important and
depend on z. Thus LPHD does not apply at these cut-o scales. It is conceivable that lowering
the cut-o in these models below the current value of about 1 GeV would result in smaller
hadronization eects and better agreement. However, we consider it unlikely that such a model
could successfully describe other aspects of the data, such as production rates for baryons and
high-mass meson resonances.
6
5 Conclusions
Monte Carlo models incorporating a coherent parton shower agree well with the data. On the
other hand, rst-order calculations in the DLLA and MLLA of perturbative QCD disagree with
the local uctuations observed in hadronic Z decay. The asymptotic nature of the calculations
and their inadequate treatment of energy-momentum conservation appear to be the most likely
reasons for the failure of the calculations. The Monte Carlo results at parton level indicate that
the inuence of hadronization is not in agreement with the LPHD assumption.
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Figure 1: A schematic representation of the measurements of the local uctuations in the polar
angle around jet axis (D = 1).
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Figure 2: NFMs, F
q
(z), (q = 2; : : : ; 5) as a function of the scaling variable z, for 
0
= 25

and  = 0:16 GeV, compared to Monte Carlo model predictions on the partonic and hadronic
levels. The shaded areas in this gure, and in Figs. 3 and 4, represent the statistical errors on
the model predictions.
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Figure 3: F
q
(z)=F
q
(0) (q = 2; : : : ; 5) as a function of the scaling variable z, for 
0
= 25

and
 = 0:16 GeV, compared to Monte Carlo model predictions on the partonic level.
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Figure 4: F
q
(z)=F
q
(0) (q = 2; : : : ; 5) as a function of the scaling variable z, for 
0
= 25

and
 = 0:16 GeV, compared to Monte Carlo model predictions on the hadronic level.
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Figure 5: F
q
(z)=F
q
(0) (q = 2; : : : ; 5) as a function of the scaling variable z, for 
0
= 25

and
 = 0:16 GeV, compared to the analytical QCD calculations for: 
s
= const (eq. 2); DLLA (a)
(eq. 4); DLLA (b) (eq. 5); DLLA (c) (eq. 6); and MLLA (eq. 7).
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Figure 6: F
q
(z)=F
q
(0) (q = 2; : : : ; 5) as a function of the scaling variable z, for 
0
= 25

and
 = 0:04 GeV, compared to the analytical QCD calculations for: 
s
= const (eq. 2); DLLA (a)
(eq. 4); DLLA (b) (eq. 5); DLLA (c) (eq. 6); and MLLA (eq. 7).
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